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that belong to the same thread of execution are ordered as in a ow control sequence
and after the previous fork operation (if there exists one). Operations that belong
to di�erent parallel threads are not ordered by the ow control order. All operations
that belong to threads that were joined by a join operation are ordered before the
join operation that joined their threads. The de�nitions of the consistency conditions
remain the same, with the one exception that we use the ow control orders instead
of the ow control sequences.

This work is part of an on-going attempt to understand consistency conditions
and their implications on programming, compiler design and architecture. Much
research is still needed before this goal can be met. While more e�cient, fault-
tolerant algorithms for implementing various consistency conditions still need to be
developed, our paper takes a complementary approach: it provides a clean and formal
framework for investigating systematic methods, rules and compiler techniques to
transform programs written for strong consistency conditions into correct programs
for weaker consistency conditions.
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p1's program p2's program

tmp1 := read(x); tmp2 := read(y);
write(x; 5); write(y; 5);
if tmp1 = 5 then if tmp2 = 5 then

write(y; 5); write(x; 5);

Consider the following execution R.

Rjp1 = r1
1
(x; 5); w2

1
(x; 5); w3

1
(y; 5)

Rjp2 = r12(y; 5); w
2

2
(y; 5); w3

2
(x; 5)

Although R is not sequentially consistent (we leave it to the reader to verify this),
it is hybrid consistent:

�1 = w2

2
(y; 5); r12(y; 5); w

3

2
(x; 5); r11(x; 5); w

2

1
(x; 5); w3

1
(y; 5)

�2 = w2

1
(x; 5); r11(x; 5); w

3

1
(y; 5); r12(y; 5); w

2

2
(y; 5); w3

2
(x; 5)

7. Discussion. As the demand for powerful computers grows faster than the
technology to develop new processors, the need for highly parallel multiprocessors
increases. However, in order to fully utilize such machines, convenient paradigms
for writing concurrent programs must be developed. These paradigms should allow
the user to enjoy the same simple model of the world as in uniprocessors, without
sacri�cing the performance of the whole system. These two goals are somewhat con-
tradictory. Recent results indicate that there is a tradeo� between the similarity of a
distributed shared memory to real shared memory, and the e�ciency of the hardware.

In this paper we have tried to bridge over these two contradictory goals. We
presented a general framework which encompasses the functionality of the compiler
and the run-time system and models their interaction with the memory consistency
system. Our framework allows the de�nition of known consistency conditions to be
combined with implementations that exploit optimizations for reducing the latency of
memory accesses. To the best of our knowledge, our de�nitions are unique in explicitly
modeling the whole program, rather than just looking at the memory operations in
isolation.

We also characterized requirements on programs that guarantee that they will
behave on hybrid consistent memories as if they are sequentially consistent. This
allows programmers to reason about certain classes of programs assuming sequential
consistency, yet run them on more e�cient hardware. The approaches we studied were
(1) labeling all writes as strong and all reads as weak, (2) using the previous scheme to
implement e�cient mutual exclusion, and (3) running data-race-free programs. Note
that the �rst two approaches do not necessarily yield data-race-free programs.

In this paper, we have assumed that the application program at each node is a
serial code or, in other words, consists of a single thread of execution. We believe
our framework and results can be naturally extended to support multi-threading as
well. We briey outline one approach. Instead of a ow control sequence, de�ne a
ow control (partial) order based on two new control operations, fork and join. A fork
operation splits the code into several parallel threads of execution and a join operation
joins several parallel threads of execution into one thread of execution. Operations
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Proof. We �rst show that r1q
�i
- w1

p. Assume otherwise that w1

p

�i
- r1q .

Since w1

p is not in I, it must not inuence r1q in �i. Therefore, there is another write
w2
r(z; v1) ordered between w1

p and r1q which inuences r1q in �i. But, then w1
p, w

2
r and

r1q would be ordered similarly in �0. This gives a contradiction to the assumption that
r1q becomes illegal due to the insertion of w1

p.

So we can assume that r1q
�i
- w1

p; it follows that w
1
p is not in � 0

i , implying that

w1

p is weak. We claim that p 6= q. Otherwise, if p = q, then w1

p(z; v2)
fcsp
=) r1q(z; v1).

By the last property of hybrid consistency, it follows that w1

p(z; v2)
�i
- r1q(z; v1), a

contradiction. Therefore, p 6= q.

We now show that r1q (z; v1) and w1
p(z; v2) are not ordered by the happens before

relation in �00, and hence, they are not ordered by the happens before relation in �.
Suppose they were. Then, there is a strong operation sopp in between w1

p and r1q in

�00. Therefore, w1
p

fcsp
=) sopp and thus w1

p

�i
- sopp. Therefore, sopp is not in � 0

i since
w1
p is not in � 0

i , and hence is weak, a contradiction. Therefore, r1q (z; v1) and w1
p(z; v2)

are not ordered by the happens before relation in �00, and hence, in �, and there exists
a data race between them in �. It follows that �0 contains a data race.

Now, �0 is a legal sequence of operations due to the change in the value returned
by the read, implied by replacing r1q with r2q . Since r2q(z; v2) is the last operation in
�0, it clearly does not inuence any operation in �0. By Lemma 3.3, �0 is partially
admissible for some set of ow control sequences ffcs00l g

n
l=1. Therefore, �

0 is a pre�x
of sequential execution of Prog which contains a data race between r2q(z; v2) and
w1
p(z; v2), as needed.

Hence, we have shown that if �i is not fully admissible, then there exists a pre�x
of a sequential execution of Prog which contains a data race.

The proof of the following theorem is now immediate.

Theorem 6.5. Every hybrid consistent execution of a data-race-free program is

sequentially consistent.

Proof. Let R be a hybrid consistent execution of a data-race-free program Prog.
Fix a subset S of the memory operations in R and a set of ow control sequences fcsi
from the de�nition of hybrid consistency. Choose a process pi. Let �i be a minimal
legal permutation of S as guaranteed by the de�nition of hybrid consistency. Since
Prog is data-race-free, no sequential execution has a data race. Then by Lemma 6.1,
�i is fully admissible. Thus, R is a sequentially consistent execution of Prog.

6.3. Reordering Process' Operations. The original de�nition of hybrid con-
sistency in [12] did not include the last property, i.e., that all writes by the same
process to the same object appear in the views of all other processes in the order
implied by the ow control sequence of their invoking process. (The original de�-
nition also did not consider control operations.) Thus two weak operations by the
same process pi accessing the same location could be viewed by other processes in
a di�erent order from the order in which they appear in fcsi. We show that under
this behavior it is not true that every hybrid consistent execution of a data-race-free
program is sequentially consistent.

Consider the following data-race-free program, assuming x and y are initially 0
and all instructions are weak:
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Claim 6.3. For every pair of operations op1l and op2l , if op1l
�
- op2l then

op1l
fcsl
=) op2l .

Proof. By Claim 3.2, the inuence relation is consistent with
�i
- . Therefore,

no operation in I follows op1k in �i, implying that op1k is the last operation in � 0

i . By
Condition 3 in Claim 6.2, � 0

i does not include any pair of switched operations, and
neither does �.

Now, we construct a new partially admissible (with respect to the fcsi's) sequence

�0 by adding to � every operation op1l not in �, such that op1l
fcsl=) op2l and op2l is in �,

for each process l, as follows. For every such operation that was originally in � 0

i , add it
in the same place as in � 0

i . For all other operations, add them arbitrarily, maintaining

consistency with
fcsl
=), for all l. By the de�nition of hybrid consistency, every added

operation op1l that is not in � 0

i must be weak. This is because op1l precedes op2l in
fcsl=), but follows op2l in �i, a possibility precluded of any strong operation by hybrid
consistency (Condition 3 in De�nition 4.3).

We would now like to determine if �0 is a legal sequence. By the de�nition of the
inuence relation and �i, � is a legal sequence. In particular, all reads in � are legal.
Thus, if there are illegal reads in �0, then each illegal read is either a read that was
added to �, or a read that became illegal because of some write that was added to �.

Consider every illegal read rl in �0 that was added to �. We claim that rl does
not inuence any operation in �0, with respect to the coi's. Suppose it does. Since rl
is a read, it must inuence an operation through a control relation, i.e., rl

col=) opl,
for some l. Since rl is not in I, opl is not in I. Thus opl was included in �0 because

there exists op0l in I such that opl
fcsl=) op0l. This implies that rl

col=) op0l and that r is
in I. We therefore have a contradiction.

Now, for each of the illegal reads in �0 that were added to �, change its value to
match the value of the most recent write to the same object. (Note that this can be
done since an illegal read in �0 does not inuence any other operation in �0.) Call
this sequence �00. Apply Lemma 3.3 successively for each �xed-up read, starting with
�0, to deduce that �00 is partially admissible with respect to some set of ow control
sequences ffcs0lg

n

l=1
. So, if there are no illegal reads in �00, then �00 is legal and it

follows that it is a pre�x of a sequential execution of Prog.

To complete the proof of the lemma when �00 is legal, we now show that �00

contains a data race between op2j (x; v) and op1k(x;w). By Claim 6.2, there is no

strong operation by pj between op2j and op1k inclusive in � 0

i ; also, note that no strong

operation was added to �. Also, j 6= k, thus op2j and op1k are not ordered by the
happens-before relation.

We are left with the case in which there is an illegal read in �00. It became illegal
due to the insertion of some write. Let r1q(z; v1) be the �rst illegal read in �00, and
let w1

p(z; v2), v1 6= v2, be the corresponding inserted write. Denote by � the shortest
pre�x of �00 which includes r1q (z; v1). Let �

0 be the same sequence where r1q(z; v1) is
replaced by r2q(z; v2). We complete the proof by showing:

Claim 6.4. �0 is a pre�x of a sequential execution of Prog which contains a data

race between r2q and w1

p.
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Fix an arbitrary process pi. Let T be the set of all operation sequences �i that
satisfy De�nition 4.3 (hybrid consistency). For �i in T , an ordered pair of operations

of pj , hop2j ; op
1

ji, is switched in �i if op2j
�i
- op1j , but op

1

j

fcsj
=) op2j .

Let �i be some element of T with a minimal set of switches. That is, there does
not exist � 0

i 2 T , such that the set of pairs of switched operations of all processes in
� 0

i is strictly contained in the set of pairs of switched operations of all processes in �i.

We prove the main theorem of this section by way of contradiction, using the
following lemma.

Lemma 6.1. If �i is not fully admissible, then there exists a pre�x of a sequential

execution of Prog which contains a data race.

Proof. Assume that �i is not fully admissible. We �rst prove the following claim,
which locates the pair of operations that is a candidate for a data race.

Claim 6.2. There exist two operations op2j (x; v) and op1k(x;w) in �i such that

1. op2j (x; v)
�i
- op1k(x;w),

2. there is a data race between op2j(x; v) and op1k(x;w) in �i, and

3. there is no pair of switched operations in �i up to op1k(x;w).

Proof. Since �i is not fully admissible, there exists at least one pair of switched
operations in �i. Let hop2j (x; v); op

1

j(y; u)i be the �rst ordered pair of switched oper-
ations, i.e., there is no other pair of switched operations which is completely ordered
before op1j(y; u) in �i. If there is more than one ordered pair that share the same

second operation (namely, op1j ), then choose the pair whose �rst operation is latest.

Since �i is minimal, op2j (x; v) and op1j (y; u) are switched in order to preserve
legality.

Since the operations are by the same process pj, and since the order of operations
by the same process to the same object is preserved (last property in De�nition 4.3),
it follows that x 6= y. Thus, there exists an operation op1k(x;w) which conicts with

op2j (x; v) and op2j (x; v)
�i
- op1k(x;w)

�i
- op1j (y; u).

If there is a strong operation by pj between op2j and op1j (including one of them),
then the third property in De�nition 4.3 implies that they cannot be switched. There-
fore, there are no strong operations by pj between op2j and op1j in �i, including op2j
and op1j .

It is also the case that j 6= k. Suppose otherwise. Either op2j and op1k are switched

or else op1k and op1j are switched. In the �rst case, hop2j ; op
1

ki would have been the pair

chosen and in the second case, hop1k; op
1

j i would have been the pair chosen.

Since j 6= k, op2j and op1k conict, and there is no strong operation by pj between

them, there is a data race between op2j and op1k in �i. Thus the claim is shown.

Let I be the set of operations in �i that inuence either op
2

j or op
1

k (including op2j
and op1k themselves). Let � 0

i be the shortest pre�x of �i that includes every operation
in I. Let � be the subsequence of � 0

i which contains exactly the set of all operations

in I. The following claim shows that � is consistent with
fcsl
=), for all l.
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were sequentially consistent is a desirable property, since many concurrent programs
attempt to be data-race-free. In our opinion, the proofs in this section are more
transparent than proofs of similar results using other formalisms [22, 23]. This also
demonstrates the usefulness of our framework for investigating and proving properties
of consistency conditions in general (cf. [13]).

6.1. De�nition of Data-Race-Free Programs. Let op1i and op2j be two op-
erations appearing in some sequence of memory operations �. Then

� op1i
po
=) op2j if i = j and op1i

�
- op2j .

� op1i
so
=) op2j if both op1i and op2j are strong operations and op1i

�
- op2j .

The relation happens before, denoted by
hb
=), is the transitive closure of the union

of
po
=) and

so
=). This de�nition is similar to the de�nition of happens before in [3]

and is closely related to the de�nition of happened before de�ned by Lamport [27] for
message passing systems.

Two memory accesses conict if they both access the same memory location and
at least one of them is a write. A data race occurs in a sequence of memory operations
when two conicting memory accesses are not ordered by the happens before relation.

Definition 6.1. A program is data-race-free if none of its sequential executions

contains a data race.

These de�nitions are modeled after those in [3].

6.2. Running Data-Race-Free Programs on Hybrid Consistent Mem-

ory. We prove that every hybrid consistent execution of a data-race-free program is
sequentially consistent.

To prove this result, we consider a legal sequence of memory operations �i, as
guaranteed for some process pi in the de�nition of hybrid consistency, that is minimal

with respect to the number of switched operations (operations by the same process
pj whose order in �i is not consistent with pj's ow control sequence). We show that
if �i is not fully admissible (i.e., a sequential execution), then there exists a pre�x
of a sequential execution of the program that contains a data race. If �i is not fully
admissible, it must contain at least one pair of switched operations. We locate the
\�rst" pair of switched operations in �i, such that no other pair of switched operations
is ordered between them. Because �i is minimal we know this pair was switched to
preserve legality. This fact is used to show that there is a data race between some pair
of operations that precedes this switched pair. Our main problem is to place these
two operations (and the data race between them) in a legal and partially admissible
sequence. This is done by taking the two operations and the operations that inuence
them and ordering them as in �i, and adding any operations necessary to preserve the
ow control sequences of all processes. The key point to prove about the resulting
sequence is its legality. In doing so, we either change the value that a read returns
(and invoke Lemma 3.3), or, if this does not help, we show that there is a data race
earlier in the sequence. Thus we have constructed a pre�x of a sequential execution
with a data race, which is a contradiction. The details follow.

Fix a data-race-free program Prog, a hybrid consistent execution R of Prog, and
as guaranteed by the de�nition of hybrid consistency, a subset S of the memory
operations and a ow control sequence fcsi for each process pi.
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execution that results by eliminating from � all operations that are not invoked inside
entry and exit sections of A0. Since the algorithm is non-cooperative, �0 includes
all the writes (in �) to variables in exc(A0), and thus, �0 is hybrid consistent. By
Theorem 5.1, �0 is sequentially consistent. Thus, we may build a legal sequence of
operations � in the same way as in the proof of Theorem 5.1. That is, the strong
writes are ordered in � in the order they appear in any sequence �i. A read by process
pi is inserted after any write that precedes it in �i and before any write that follows
it in �i. Furthermore, it will be inserted after any read by pi that precedes it in �i
and before any read by pi that follows it in �i. The ordering of read operations by
di�erent processes in unimportant. Note that � is a sequential execution of A0 in the
case of an empty critical section.

By the construction of � , and since we assumed that [op1k; op
2

k] and [op1l ; op
2

l ]
are overlapping in �j , the latest of op1k and op1l precedes both op2k and op2l in � .
Consider the pre�x � 0 of � that ends with the latest of op1k and op1l . Note that any
operation in � 0 that is invoked during the exit sections that correspond to [op1k; op

2

k]
and [op1l ; op

2

l ] is a read. Remember that there are no reads from nac(A). Thus, � 00,
the result of eliminating from � 0 all reads that are invoked during the exit sections
that corresponds to [op1k; op

2

k] and [op1l ; op
2

l ] and all writes to nac(A), is a pre�x of a
sequential execution of A. Denote the writes in the critical section that corresponds
to [op1k; op

2

k] by w1

k and w2

k and the writes in the critical section that corresponds to
[op1l ; op

2

l ] by w
1

l and w2

l . Add w1

k, w
1

l , w
2

k and w2

l in this order to �
00, to form � 000. Since

all operations that were added to � 00 are writes, � 000 is legal and is therefore a pre�x of

a sequential execution. Moreover, w1

k

� 000

- w1

l but w1

l

� 000

- w2

k, which is a violation
of logical mutual exclusion. Thus, � 000 can be extended to a sequential execution of A
that violates mutual exclusion. This is a contradiction to the assumption that every
sequential execution of A guarantees logical mutual exclusion.

Thus, we have shown that all critical pairs appear in every sequence �j in a non-
overlapping manner. Since the exit points are strong writes, all the processes agree
(in the �j's) on the same non-overlapping order for the critical pairs. Hence, we only
need to show that the order in which critical pairs are ordered in every sequence �j is
unique.

Let cp, cp0 and cp00 be three critical pairs such that cp is ordered before cp0 and
after cp00 in any �i. Since the exit point of cp is a strong operation, and since it is
ordered before the entry point of cp0, all the operations of cp are ordered before the
entry point of cp0. Since the entry point of cp is a strong operation, and since it is
ordered after the exit point of cp00, all the operations of cp are ordered after cp00. Thus,
(logical) mutual exclusion is also guaranteed by the algorithm.

Note that, in cooperative algorithms, a process that participates in the mutual
exclusion protocol, but does not wish to enter the critical section, can access variables
in the exclusion set while executing the remainder section. If these accesses are labeled
as weak, the solution might not be correct anymore. A simple example (of a token
passing mutual exclusion algorithm) is detailed in [11].

6. Running Data-Race-Free Programs. In this section we prove that data-
race-free programs behave on hybrid consistent memory implementations as if they
were sequentially consistent. Hybrid consistency is a weaker condition than sequential
consistency, and can be implementedmore e�ciently [12, 14, 29]. Clearly, having data-
race-free programs behave on hybrid consistent memory implementations as if they
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nac(A) that is not accessed elsewhere in the program such that this write will be the
last instruction executed (in a ow control sequence) before each critical section. Call
this modi�ed algorithm A0.

In order to prove that A0 guarantees mutual exclusion based on hybrid consistency,
we have to show that it is free of deadlocks and that it guarantees logical mutual
exclusion.

Lemma 5.3. A0 guarantees deadlock freedom based on hybrid consistency.

Proof. Assume, by way of contradiction, that there exists a hybrid consistent
execution � of A0 that has a deadlock. Denote by f�jg

n
j=1 the set of sequences of

operations as guaranteed by the de�nition of hybrid consistency. Let �0 be the exe-
cution that results by eliminating from � all operations that are not invoked inside
(w.r.t. the ow control sequences) the entry or exit section of A0. Since the algorithm
is non-cooperative, there are no writes to variables in exc(A0) outside (w.r.t. the ow
control sequences) the entry and exit sections of A0. Thus, �0 includes all the writes
(in �) to variables in exc(A0), and thus, �0 is hybrid consistent. Speci�cally, de�ne
for each j a ow control sequence fcs0j by eliminating from fcsj all the operations
of pj that do not appear in �0. Thus, the set of sequences f� 0

jg
n
j=1 that results from

eliminating all the operations that do not appear in �0 from f�jg
n
j=1 obeys all the

requirements in the de�nition of hybrid consistency (w.r.t. the ffcs0jg
n
j=1). Note that

all the writes in �0 are strong, and thus, by Theorem 5.1, �0 is sequentially consistent.
Furthermore, in �0 there is a deadlock. Since there are no reads from nac(A), the
execution �00 that results from eliminating all the writes to nac(A) is also sequentially
consistent and there is a deadlock in �00. Note that �00 is an execution of A in the
case of an empty critical section. Thus, there is a sequentially consistent execution of
A that has a deadlock. This is a contradiction.

Lemma 5.4. A0 guarantees logical mutual exclusion based on hybrid consistency.

Proof. Recall that a sequential execution is a sequence of operations. Hence, each
sequential execution of a program can be viewed by itself as a sequence � of operations
that obeys the requirements in the de�nition of sequential consistency. Therefore,
since A guarantees mutual exclusion based on sequential consistency, every sequential
execution of A must guarantee logical mutual exclusion as de�ned above. We will
show that if A0 does not guarantee mutual exclusion based on hybrid consistency, we
may build a sequential execution of A in which mutual exclusion is violated.

Let � be a hybrid consistent execution of an instance of A0 in which every ex-
ecution of the critical section consists of two writes, and let f�jgnj=1 be the set of
sequences of operations as guaranteed in the de�nition of hybrid consistency.

Call the last operation executed by a process before entering the critical section
the entry point. Note that the entry point is a write operation on nac(A). By Claim
5.2, there is at least one write in the exit section. Call the �rst write in the exit section
the exit point. Each pair of matching entry and exit points is called a critical pair.
We now show that in each �i all the critical pairs are ordered in a non-overlapping
way, which gives the result for critical section executions.

Assume, by way of contradiction, that there exists a sequence �j in which two
critical pairs overlap. Assume that [op1k; op

2

k] and [op1l ; op
2

l ] are critical pairs that

overlap and assume, without loss of generality, that op2k

�j
- op2l . Let �0 be the
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exclusion set of a mutual exclusion algorithm A be the set of shared variables read in
the entry or exit sections of A; this set is denoted exc(A).

Definition 5.1. A mutual exclusion algorithm A is non-cooperative if every

process which executes the critical section or the remainder section of A does not

write any variable in exc(A); otherwise, the algorithm is cooperative.6

We assume that the mutual exclusion algorithm is designed to run with any code
in the critical section (subject to the above restriction), and that it can be run in
asynchronous systems (i.e., the algorithm does not depend on any timing behavior).

Claim 5.2. There is at least one write to a variable in exc(A) in the exit section

of every non-cooperative mutual exclusion algorithm based on sequential consistency.

Proof. Assume, by way of contradiction, that there exists a non-cooperative
mutual exclusion algorithm A such that there is no write to any of the variables of
exc(A) in the exit section of A. Assume that we run the algorithm with the following
critical section (for every process pi), under the assumption that x is initially 0:

tmpi = r(x)
tmpi := tmpi + 1
w(x; tmpi)

Recall that tmpi and x are not accessed in the entry and exit sections of A. Consider
now a sequentially consistent execution R of A with this critical section in which p0
starts at time 0 and runs until it enters the critical section, completes it, and exits;
then p1 starts and runs until it enters the critical section, completes it, and exits.
Denote by t the time at which p0 completes the read operation from x.

We claim that there is a sequentially consistent execution R0 of A with this critical
section in which p0 starts at time 0 and runs until time t, when it completes the read
operation; then p1 starts and runs until it enters the critical section, completes it, and
exits; then p0 completes its critical section and exits. R0 exists because we assumed
the algorithm is asynchronous. Note that there is no write in the exit section of A
and there is no write to variables in exc(A) in the critical section of p0. Thus, all
the values read by p1 in its entry section in R0 are equal to the values it reads in its
entry section in R; since in R, p1 must eventually enter the critical section (to avoid
deadlock) it must eventually enter the critical section in R0.

Clearly, R0 violates the de�nition of mutual exclusion, since p0 and p1 are inside
the critical section at the same time. Furthermore, note that in R0 both p0 and p1
read the value 0 from x and thus the �nal value of x at the end of R0 is 1. This �nal
value could not be obtained in any execution that preserves logical mutual exclusion.

Given a non-cooperative algorithm A for the mutual exclusion problem based on
sequential consistency, label every write in the entry and exit sections as strong and
every read in the entry and exit sections as weak; operations inside the critical section
or remainder section are labeled as weak. Next, add a strong write to some object

6 The de�nition of non-cooperative algorithms given in [12] allows processes that are executing

the critical section to access variables in exc(A). The additional requirement made here seems quite
reasonable, since we usually want to treat the mutual exclusion algorithm as a general solution,

independent of the rest of the code, and to use it as a subroutine. This is also the approach taken in
many of the known solutions to the mutual exclusion problem [36]. A more detailed discussion and
motivation for non-cooperative mutual exclusion algorithms appears in [12].
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Our result shows that there is a more e�cient way to utilize synchronized programs.
If the mutual exclusion algorithm is non-cooperative, then it is not necessary to label
reads that are part of the synchronization constructs (i.e., entry and exit sections) as
strong (provided that an extra write is added).

We remind the reader that an algorithm for mutual exclusion consists of four
disjoint sections for each process|entry, critical, exit and remainder (cf. [36]). In the
entry section, a process tries to gain access to the critical section; the exit section is
executed by each process upon leaving the critical section; the remainder section is the
rest of the code. Processes cycle through the four sections of their code. Informally,
an algorithm guarantees mutual exclusion provided that:

Mutual exclusion: no two processes are inside the critical section at the same
time, and

Deadlock freedom: if there exists a process that is continually in its entry
section from some point on, then there exists another process that enters
(and leaves) its critical section in�nitely often.

A mutual exclusion algorithm provides code for the entry and exit sections. It should
treat the code in the critical and remainder sections as black boxes (with some re-
strictions, as discussed below).

The above de�nition of mutual exclusion assumes that the order in which op-
erations are executed reects the order in which they are viewed by the processes.
However, our formalism for de�ning consistency conditions puts restrictions only on
the order in which operations are viewed, which may not correspond directly to the
order in which they are executed. To be able to cope with these conditions, we de�ne
logical mutual exclusion as follows. Given a mutual exclusion algorithm (program),
consider a ow control sequence for process pi and let CSk

i be the set of operations
invoked by process pi during the kth time that pi executes the critical section in this
sequence.

AlgorithmA guarantees logical mutual exclusion based on a consistency condition

C provided that the following holds. Let � be an execution of A that is allowed by C

and let f�rgnr=1 be a set of sequences as required in the de�nition of C (the views of

the di�erent processes). Consider the CSk
i 's induced by

fcsi=).

Logical mutual exclusion: For any four operations op1i ; op
2

i 2 CSk
i and op

1

j ; op
2

j 2

CSl
j , op

1

i

�q
- op1j if and only if op2i

�s
- op2j , for all processes pq and ps. As

before, this implies that there is a total order on all critical section executions;
furthermore, this ordering is the same in all �r's.

Deadlock freedom: For every process pq, if �q is in�nite and there exists a
process pi that is in its entry section from some point on in �q, then there is
another process pj that enters (and leaves) its critical section in�nitely often
in �q .

In the rest of this section we mean logical mutual exclusion whenever we refer to
mutual exclusion.

Our result assumes that the mutual exclusion algorithm does not communicate
with the algorithm that is executed inside the critical section or remainder section.
Speci�cally, we assume that variables that are accessed in the entry or exit section are
not accessed in the critical or remainder sections. To capture this property, let the
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5.1. Strong Writes. We prove the following theorem:

Theorem 5.1. Every hybrid consistent execution of a program in which all writes

are strong and all reads are weak is sequentially consistent.

Proof. Let R be such an execution. Let S be a subset of memory operations
in R, fcsi for each pi be a ow control sequence, � be a permutation of the strong
operations (namely, the writes) in S, and �i for each pi be a legal permutation of S
as guaranteed by the de�nition of hybrid consistency. We will insert the (weak) read
operations into � to construct � , a legal permutation of S that is fully admissible with
respect to the fcsi's.

A read by process pi is inserted after any write that precedes it in �i and before
any write that follows it in �i. This can be done since �i agrees with � on the order of
strong operations. Furthermore, it will be inserted after any read by pi that precedes
it in �i and before any read by pi that follows it in �i. The ordering of read operations
by di�erent processes is unimportant.

Clearly, � is a permutation of S. Since �i preserves the ordering of operations by
pi, it follows that � is fcsi-admissible for all i.

The fact that � is legal follows from the fact that �i is legal, that �i agrees with
� on the order of strong operations and from the construction of � .

5.2. Using Strong Writes to Program with Critical Sections. Theorem
5.1 is useful for designing and proving correctness of programs which rely on hybrid
consistency. A simple way to use it is to take a program which is designed for se-
quential consistency, label each write as a strong write and each read as a weak read,
and run it on a hybrid consistent memory. However, there is even a more e�cient
way to employ the above theorem. If the program has explicit synchronization code
dedicated to coordinating memory access operations, while the rest of the code ig-
nores synchronization issues, then it is possible to apply Theorem 5.1 only to the
synchronization code, and label all other memory accesses, both reads and writes, as
weak. We demonstrate this method for mutual exclusion. Given a mutual exclusion
algorithm designed for sequentially consistent memories, we produce a modi�ed al-
gorithm by adding one strong write (to a location which is never read from) to the
entry section and by labeling all the writes in the synchronization part of the code as
strong, while all other memory accesses are labeled as weak. We prove that the mod-
i�ed algorithm guarantees mutual exclusion (in a strong sense) on hybrid consistent
memories.

Several papers on relaxed consistency conditions refer to the common method of
programming with critical sections as a justi�cation for the separation of strong and
weak operations. In [21], it is argued (page 19):

\For example, a large class of programs are written such that accesses
to shared data are protected within critical sections. Such programs
are called synchronized programs, whereby writes to shared locations
are done in a mutually exclusive manner (no other reads or writes
can occur simultaneously). In a synchronized program, all accesses
(except accesses that are part of the synchronization constructs) can
be labeled as ordinaryL."
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p1's program p2's program

*tmp1 := read(&x); *tmp2 := read(&y);

Fig. 3. Limitations of the framework

p1's program p2's program

swrite(x; 1); read(y);
swrite(y; 1); read(x);

Fig. 4. The ordering of weak reads

Programmability vs. Hardware Optimizations:. The de�nition of hybrid consis-
tency includes several choices which reect our opinions about the guarantees required
by programmers from a consistency condition. These choices may disallow some hard-
ware optimizations. We would like to stress, however, that these choices are not an
inherent part of the framework. Speci�cally, if a particular choice we make does
not allow an invaluable hardware optimization, then the de�nition of the consistency
condition can be easily changed to support this optimization.

As an example, consider the program in Figure 4. In this program, the two writes
by p1 are labeled as strong while the two reads of p2 are labeled as weak; assume that
the initial values of x and y are 0. The de�nition of hybrid consistency requires that
every process views its own weak reads in the same order as they appear in its ow
control sequence. Hence, if the �rst read by p2 returns 1 from y, then the second read
by p2 cannot return 0 from x.

We believe that this is the semantics expected by programmers. However, this
implies that an implementation of hybrid consistency cannot a�ord to execute weak
reads out-of-order unless it provides roll-back. This happens due to the fact that
when the run-time system decides on the execution order for two weak reads by the
same process, it may not know whether there are concurrent strong writes to the same
objects (as in Figure 4). Yet, if it important to allow hardware optimizations that
require a process to view its own weak reads out-of-order, then the de�nition of hybrid
consistency can be easily changed by removing the �rst condition in De�nition 4.3.
We remark that in this case, the result about running data-race free programs (The-
orem 6.5) remains correct, but the programming techniques developed in Section 5
are no longer valid.

5. Static Approach. In this section we present techniques for writing programs
for hybrid consistent shared memories that are based on statically classifying accesses
according to their type (read or write) and the object they access. In Section 5.1, we
show that every hybrid consistent execution of a program in which all writes are strong
is sequentially consistent. This result is used to develop e�cient synchronization code
in Section 5.2. In [11], we present the symmetric result, that every hybrid consistent
execution of a program in which all reads are strong is sequentially consistent. In order
to prove this theorem, further assumptions on the execution must be made. Although
these assumptions are shown to be necessary, they make the result impractical.
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p1's program
tmp := read(x);
if tmp = v then

write(y; u);
write(z; w);

Fig. 2. Viewing order vs. execution order

To show R is hybrid consistent we take

�1 = w2

2
(x; 5); r11(x; 5); w

2

1
(y; 5); r12(y; 5)

�2 = w2

1
(y; 5); r12(y; 5); w

2

2
(x; 5); r11(x; 5)

Note that Condition 2 is not satis�ed, since the sequences do not preserve the order
of operations separated by control operations.

The program for p1 allows the read(x) to return 5, whereas x could have taken
the value 5 only if p1 writes 5 to y, which will happen only if p1 reads 5 in x. It
is important to eliminate such executions with circular inference relations, where the
prediction about the result of a control operation could a�ect its actual result.5 If
such behavior is allowed, then writing programs and arguing about them becomes
almost impossible.

One might want to allow the programmer to choose whether a control operation
should enforce an ordering or not. This can be done in a manner similar to the dis-
tinction we make between strong and weak memory operations. Introducing \weak"
control operations in this manner further complicates the programming model; there-
fore, we have decided not to include them in our model.

4.1. Discussion of the De�nitions.

Viewing Order vs. Execution Order:. We would like to emphasize that the order
in which operations may be viewed by di�erent processes need not reect the order in
which they are executed. For example, consider the program in Figure 2. Due to the
control order, every process must view the write to z after the read from x. On the
other hand, a sophisticated run-time environment (or compiler) could detect that the
write to z would be invoked regardless of the outcome of the read from x. Therefore,
the run-time environment can invoke the write to z before the read from x. This is
allowed by the de�nition of hybrid consistency since it is possible to order the write
to z after the read from x (even if they were executed in the reverse order).

Limitations of the Framework:. Our framework for de�ning consistency condi-
tions does not support dependencies through registers and indirect addressing. For
example, the program in Figure 3 is not handled by our framework. (We use & and
* for indirect addressing in the style of C/C++.) Follow-up work [13] extends the
framework to include RISC-type addressing, i.e., registers can be used to provide
the data or the address for an operation (instead of just constants as in this paper).
It shows that all the results of this paper hold in the extended framework as well,
although the de�nitions are slightly more complicated.

5 See [37] for more discussion of circular relations in the execution of programs.
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Definition 4.3 (Hybrid consistency). An execution R is hybrid consistent
if there exist a subset S of the memory operations in R, a set of ow control sequences

ffcsig
n

i=1, and a permutation � of the strong operations in S such that for each process

pi, there exists a legal permutation �i of S with the following properties:

1. �i is fully fcsi-admissible; i.e., it is consistent with the process' own ow

control sequence.

2. If op1j
coj
=) op2j , then op1j

�i
- op2j , for any j;3 i.e., it is consistent with every

other process' control order,

3. If op1j
fcsj
=) op2j and at least one is strong, then op1j

�i
- op2j , for any j;

i.e., it is consistent with the relative order of every pair of strong and weak

operations by another process in that process' ow control sequence.

4. If op1j
�
- op2k (implying both are strong), then op1j

�i
- op2k, for any j and

k; i.e., it is consistent with the total order on the strong operations.

5. If op1j
fcsj
=) op2j and op1j and op2j access the same location, then op1j

�i
- op2j ,

for any j; i.e., all accesses of the same process to the same location will be

viewed by all the processes in the same order.

We now discuss the last property in more detail. It states that all operations
on the same object by the same process pj are viewed by every other process in the
same order as they are viewed by pj. This property does not appear in the original
de�nition of hybrid consistency [12]. However, it is necessary in order for some of
our results to hold, as is shown in Section 6.3. Evidence suggests it is a reasonable
assumption, since some previous authors make the even stronger assumption that all
processes view all operations on the same object, no matter which process invoked
them, in the same order.4

To illustrate the problem that occurs if hybrid consistency were de�ned without
considering control operations, consider the following example, assuming x and y are
initially 0 and all instructions are weak:

p1's program p2's program

tmp1 := read(x); tmp2 := read(y);
if tmp1 = 5 then if tmp2 = 5 then

write(y; 5); write(x; 5);

In this program, the values returned by the reads a�ect the decision whether to invoke
the writes and the invocations of the writes a�ect the possible values returned by the
reads. For example, assume this program is being executed on a hybrid consistent
memory, and all operations are weak. If we ignore the existence of control instructions,
the de�nition would allow the following execution R:

Rjp1 = r11(x; 5); w
2

1(y; 5)

Rjp2 = r1
2
(y; 5); w2

2
(x; 5)

3 This condition is not part of the original de�nition of hybrid consistency [12], which did not
include control operations.

4 In [3, 22, 23], a total order on all the writes to the same location is assumed. In addition, it is

assumed that a value read from a speci�c location can be uniquely identi�ed with a write operation.
Thus, all the processes view all the writes to the same location in the same order. Since a value read

from a speci�c location can be uniquely identi�ed with a write operation, each read is viewed by all
the processes to be between the same writes to that location. These two assumptions imply that all
the processes view all the operations on the same object in the same order.
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were invoked. We then discuss (by an example) the importance of considering control
operations (e.g., if-statements) when specifying consistency conditions.

Sequential consistency [28] is a strong consistency condition stating that there
exists a sequential execution that is consistent with the way the actual execution ap-
pears to every process. Sequential consistency allows one to reason about a concurrent
system using familiar uniprocessor techniques. Since uniprocessor systems are easier
to reason about than concurrent systems, this is helpful. Thus many systems (try
to) provide sequential consistency. However, providing sequential consistency can
incur some costs. For instance, providing sequential consistency in message-based
systems requires the response time of some operations to depend on the end-to-end
message delay [14, 29]. Later in this paper, we show several programming techniques
for achieving sequential consistency when the system only provides a weaker, and
preferably cheaper, condition.

Definition 4.1 (Sequential consistency). An execution R is sequentially
consistent if there exists a subset S of the memory operations in R, a set ffcsig

n

i=1 of

ow control sequences, and a legal permutation � of S such that � is fully admissible

with respect to ffcsig
n

i=1.

Note that since � is a permutation of S, and since � is fully admissible with respect
to ffcsig

n

i=1, S must include all operations that appear in all ow control sequences.
Hence, S cannot just be chosen arbitrarily. In particular, unless the program is empty,
S cannot be empty.

Weak consistency [12, 29] is a very relaxed condition; it does not impose any
global ordering on any kind of operations. Its importance lies in the fact that it may
be implemented very e�ciently, and despite its weakness, there is a large class of
programs for which it su�ces. It requires that there exist a subset of the memory
operations in the execution and a set of ow control sequences such that for each
process, there is a legal permutation of those operations that is consistent with the
process' own ow control sequence. Note that each processor may have a di�erent
permutation, or \view," of the operations.

Definition 4.2 (Weak consistency). An execution R is weakly consistent
if there exist a subset S of the memory operations in R, and a set of ow control

sequences ffcsig
n

i=1, one for each pi, such that for each pi, there exists a legal per-

mutation �i of S that is fully fcsi-admissible.

Hybrid consistency [12] is intermediate between sequential and weak consistency;
it combines the expressiveness of the former and the e�ciency of the latter. Hybrid
consistency distinguishes between two types of operations|strong and weak. It states
that there must be a subset of the memory operations in the execution, a total order
on the strong operations among them, and a set of ow control sequences satisfying
the following. For each process, there is a legal permutation of the operations in the
subset that is consistent with four orders: the process' own ow control sequence,
every other process' control order, the total order on the strong operations, and the
relative order of every pair of strong and weak operations by another process in that
process' ow control sequence. Furthermore, all accesses of the same process to the
same location will be viewed by all the processes in the same order. It is possible to
implement hybrid consistency in such a way that weak operations are extremely fast
[12].
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3.4. Control Operations and the Inuence Relation. When de�ning and
analyzing consistency conditions, it is important to take into account the e�ects of
control operations. A speci�c example of the pitfalls associated with failing to do so
appears in Section 4, when we present our new consistency conditions. To capture the
e�ect of control operations, we de�ne a partial order on operations in a ow control
sequence; this partial order is featured in the consistency conditions presented below.
Based on the relation fcsi we de�ne a partial order

coi=) called the control order.
Formally, for any two memory operations op1i and op2i , op

1

i

coi=) op2i if there exists a

control operation op3i such that op1i
fcsi=) op3i

fcsi=) op2i .

We now formalize the notion of one operation inuencing another, which relies
on the control order. Let � be a sequence of memory operations and let coi be a
partial order on the operations that is consistent with � , for each pi. An operation
op1j directly inuences an operation op2k in � (with respect to the coi's), if one of the
following holds:

1. op1j
coj
=) op2k and op1j is a read. (Note that j = k in this case.) That is, op1j

is a read operation which could a�ect the execution of op2k through a control
operation.

2. op2k = rk(y; v); op1j = wj(y; v), op1j
�
- op2k and there does not exist wh(y; u)

such that u 6= v and wj(y; v)
�
- wh(y; u)

�
- rk(y; v). That is, op2k is a

read of the value written by op1j and there is no intervening write of a di�erent
value.

The inuence relation is the transitive closure of direct inuence. Thus the in-
uence relation is also de�ned with respect to a set of partial orders. Although we
will not usually explicitly mention these partial orders, the inuence relation will be
used with admissible operation sequences and the relevant partial orders will be the
control orders for the corresponding ow control sequences.

Note that an operation directly inuences another operation only if it is ordered
before it in � . Since the inuence relation is the transitive closure of direct inuence,
we have:

Claim 3.2. If op1j inuences op2k in � , then op1j
�
- op2k.

The following lemma captures the intuition that if a read operation op1j = rj(x; v)

does not inuence operation op2k, then op2k would have been generated even if op1j had
read a value other than v.

Lemma 3.3. Let � be a sequence of memory operations that is partially admissible

with respect to a set of ow control sequences ffcsig
n

i=1. Let operation op1j in � be a

read rj(x; v) that does not inuence any operation in � . Let � 0 be the result of taking

� and changing op1j to be rj(x;w) for some w 6= v. Then � 0 is partially admissible for

some set of ow control sequences ffcs0ig
n

i=1.

4. De�ning Non-Sequential Consistency Conditions. In this section, we
de�ne three consistency conditions that generalize previously known ones for the non-
sequential case. The reason they are generalizations is that in non-optimized systems,
where operations at each process are invoked in program order and only one operation
may be pending at a time, fcsi is simply the sequence of operations in the order they
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A sequence � of operations is legal if for each object x, � jx, the subsequence of �
consisting of exactly the operations involving x, is in the serial speci�cation of x.

The notion of a sequential execution of the program is formalized with the notion
of a ow control sequence for a process pi. We build up inductively an execution of
pi's program in which every instruction �nishes executing before the next one begins.
Given process pi's program, a ow control sequence, fcsi, is a sequence of operations
de�ned as follows. The �rst element of fcsi is an instance of the �rst instruction in pi's
program. Suppose the k-th element of fcsi, denoted op, is an instance of instruction
I in the program. If op is a control operation and its condition evaluates to true,
then the (k+1)-st element of fcsi is an instance of the instruction whose label is the
branch of instruction I. Otherwise the (k+1)-st element of fcsi is an instance of the
instruction immediately after I in the program. A ow control sequence can either be
�nite or in�nite (for non-terminating programs). Note that the ow control sequence

implies a total order on the operations appearing in it; we denote this order by
fcsi=).

Let fcsi be a ow control sequence for pi. A sequence � of memory operations
is fully fcsi-admissible if � ji, the subsequence of � consisting exactly of operations
involving pi, is equal to the subsequence of fcsi consisting exactly of the memory
operations. Intuitively, this implies that the ordering of operations by pi in � agrees
with some ow control sequence fcsi for pi, and does not end unless the program
terminates. A sequence � of memory operations is partially fcsi-admissible if � ji is a
pre�x of the subsequence of memory operations in fcsi. Intuitively, this implies that,
so far, the ordering implied by the ow control sequence is obeyed by � , but it is not
necessarily completed yet.

A sequence � of memory operations is fully (resp., partially) admissible with re-
spect to a set of ow control sequences ffcsig

n

i=1, one for each pi, if it is fully (resp.,
partially) fcsi-admissible for all i.

A sequence of memory operations is a sequential execution if it is legal and fully
admissible (with respect to some set of ow control sequences).

Claim 3.1. Any legal partially admissible sequence of memory operations is a

pre�x of a sequential execution and vice versa.

3.3. Weak and Strong Operations. In some consistency conditions it is pos-
sible to mark certain instructions in a program as strong; all other instructions are
weak. An instance of a strong instruction is a strong operation and an instance of
a weak instruction is a weak operation. (Strong and weak operations provide di�er-
ent levels of consistency and are part of the de�nition of hybrid consistency.) In the
case of read/write objects this means that it is possible to use strong reads, strong
writes, weak reads, and weak writes. In the rest of the paper, we use opi to denote an
operation invoked by pi (weak or strong), and by sopi we denote a strong operation
invoked by process pi. We use superscripts, e.g., op1i ; op

2

i ; : : :, to distinguish between
operations invoked by the same process (note that the superscript does not imply any
ordering of the operations). We sometimes use a shorthand notation for read and
write operations and denote by ri(x; v) a read operation (weak or strong) invoked
by process pi returning v from x; we denote by wi(x; v) a write operation (weak or
strong) invoked by process pi writing v to x. Similarly, sri(x; v) is a strong read op-
eration invoked by process pi returning v from x; swi(x; v) is a strong write operation
invoked by process pi writing v to x.
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3.1. System Components. An application program consists of a sequence of
instructions, each with a unique label. There are two (disjoint) types of instructions,
(shared) memory instructions and control instructions. A memory instruction speci-
�es an access to a shared object. The speci�c kind of access depends on the data type
of the object.2 A control instruction consists of a condition (a boolean function of the
process' local state) and a branch (jump to the instruction with the given label).

The memory consistency system (mcs) implements the shared objects that are
manipulated by the application programs. It consists of a process at each node as
well as possibly other hardware. Every object is assumed to have a serial speci�ca-

tion (cf. [25]) de�ning a set of (memory) operations, which are ordered pairs of calls
and responses, and a set of (memory) operation sequences, which are the allowable
sequences of operations on that object. For example, in the case of a read/write ob-
ject, the ordered pair [Readi(x), Returni(x; v)] forms an operation (pi reads v from
x) for any pi, x, and v, as does [Writei(x; v), Acki(x)] (pi writes v to x). The set of
operation sequences consists of all sequences in which every read operation returns
the value of the latest preceding write operation (the usual read/write semantics).
The interface to the mcs consists of calls (also called invocations) and responses on
particular objects.

The run-time environment at a node takes as input the application program and
executes instructions on the mcs. An operation is a speci�c instance of an execution of
an instruction. A memory operation consists of two parts, a call (to the mcs process)
and a matching response (from the mcs process). A control operation consists of an
evaluation of its condition. A control operation is represented by the result (true
or false) of the evaluation. Thus the run-time environment must keep track of the
local state of the application process in order to perform the evaluation. The run-
time environment and mcs process may also communicate concerning issues such as
rollback and compensating operations, necessary to implement certain optimizations.
This communication can be modeled with calls to and responses from the mcs process.

An event is a call, a response, or a control operation (condition evaluation). An
execution (of the system) is a sequence of events such that there is a correspondence
between calls and responses (matching object and process) and each response follows
its corresponding call.

3.2. Sequential Executions. Although an execution is a sequence of events,
it can also be viewed as containing operations. Each control operation is itself an
event. The memory operations in an execution are obtained by matching up corre-
sponding call and response events; we assume that the run-time environment matches
the call and response events de�ning the memory operations. We also assume that
the run-time environment identi�es, possibly after the fact, a subset of all the oper-
ations executed. This subset consists of the operations that we want to consider as
\really happening", and there must be an ordering of this subset that satis�es certain
properties. Two important properties, which we present next, are satisfying the serial
speci�cations of the objects (called \legal") and being consistent with a sequential
execution of the program (called \admissible").

First, a piece of notation: if � is a sequence of operations, and opi precedes opj
in � , we write

2 Our framework does not restrict the data types; however, our programming techniques deal only
with read/write operations.
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Gibbons and Merritt [22] present a framework that deals formally with pipelining
of memory operations. Their framework, recast in our terms, is based on the run-time
environment submitting the memory accesses to the mcs, together with a partial order
restricting the allowable reorderings of the accesses. Because the interaction between
the run-time environment and the mcs is based on partial orders, their framework
does not encompass arbitrary out-of-order or speculative execution of operations and
it seems di�cult to extend it to do so. We have taken a complementary approach and
focused on modeling the program and its behavior, leaving unspeci�ed the details of
the interaction between the run-time environment and the mcs. Consequently, our
framework allows arbitrary out-of-order and speculative execution of operations.

The idea that data-race-free programs can be executed on more relaxed imple-
mentations of shared memory as if they were sequentially consistent was pioneered in
[2, 3, 4]. Similar results for other consistency conditions were also proved in [10, 22, 23].
We have applied this approach for hybrid consistency, using our framework. Admit-
tedly, hybrid consistency may disallow some optimizations considered in several of the
above papers. However, we believe the accessibility of our technical development pro-
vides insight concerning the interplay between conditions on the program and memory
consistency conditions.

Another approach was taken by Shasha and Snir ([37]). They consider multi-
processor programs, written assuming sequential consistency, and investigate where
to insert memory barrier operations (fences), so that if operations are executed in
pipeline, but the fences are obeyed, then the result is as if the programs were ex-
ecuted sequentially. Their results are based on a partial order that have to hold
between instruction instances, representing program order and causality. The execu-
tion is sequentially consistent only if this order is acyclic. Therefore, they insert the
minimal amount of fences that will make the induced partial order acyclic.

Singh proved su�cient conditions for executions generated by optimized hard-
ware, e.g., Pipelined RAM, causal memory and hybrid consistency, to be sequentially
consistent [38]. Unlike the approach taken in this paper and by other researchers in
this area, e.g., [2, 3, 4, 10, 22, 23], the approach taken by Singh examines the execu-
tions generated by the optimized hardware and not the programs that should be run
on it.

The framework developed in this paper was extended in [13] to formally de�ne
alpha consistency, capturing the semantics provided by DEC-Alpha based multipro-
cessors (see Section 4.1). Two programming methodologies, similar to the ones de-
veloped in this paper, are presented in [13]: (a) every data-race free program runs
on an alpha consistent memory as if it was sequentially consistent, and (b) any non-
cooperative mutual exclusion algorithm based on sequential consistency can be trans-
formed into a correct solution based on alpha consistency. However, since the Alpha
does not support strong operations in the same sense as hybrid consistency (or release
consistency),1 the de�nition of data-race free programs and the method for handling
mutual exclusion algorithms in [13] are di�erent from those in this paper.

3. Framework. In this section, we present our formal de�nitions.

1 The memory-barrier operation of the Alpha does not impose any interprocess ordering of
operations.
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Section 3 describes our system model. The modi�ed de�nitions of sequential consis-
tency, weak consistency and hybrid consistency are given in Section 4. The static
methods for programming with hybrid consistency are discussed in Section 5. Data-
race-free programs are discussed in Section 6. We conclude with a discussion of the
results in Section 7.

2. RelatedWork. Many existing formal treatments of memory consistency con-
ditions [12, 23, 25, 28, 38] assume that memory operations are executed sequentially|
one at a time and in program order. Several recent papers proposed formalisms to
allow some non-sequential optimizations [3, 4, 21, 22, 23]. In this section, we compare
our work with these formalisms.

Gibbons, Merritt, and Gharachorloo developed a framework for de�ning consis-
tency condition which is based on a series of I/O automata, and used this framework
to de�ne release consistency, a formalization of the Stanford DASH shared memory
model [22, 23]. This de�nition, as well as the de�nition of weak ordering [18, 19],
are given at the interface between the mcs and the network. Hence, the resulting
consistency conditions are not convenient for programmers and theoreticians. In par-
ticular, the de�nitions in [22, 23] are very detailed and complex. In contrast, in our
framework as well as in [12, 25, 28], consistency conditions are de�ned at the interface
between the application program and the system; consistency conditions are de�ned
by describing the way operations are viewed (or ordered) and not the way operations
are executed. Hence, our approach is more programmer oriented.

Adve and Hill developed another programmer oriented formalism, called SCNF [2,
5], using the assumption that programmers always want to work assuming sequentially
consistent memories. In this approach, a consistency condition is a contract between
software and hardware. That is, hardware must behave as if it was sequentially
consistent for all programs that obey certain properties; various consistency conditions
di�er in the properties they require from programs. Examples of such conditions
include, e.g., DRF0 [3], DRF1 [4], PLpc1 and PLpc2 [2]. For each of these programming
models, Adve and Hill introduce su�cient conditions for hardware; hardware that
follows these conditions executes programs that obey the corresponding programming
model as if it was sequentially consistent. The problem with this approach is that
the resulting consistency conditions are not de�ned for programs that do not obey
the required properties. This limits the programming style, even in cases where
other programming styles could yield better performance. The su�cient conditions
introduced by Adve and Hill for DRF0, DRF1, PLpc1, and PLpc2 [2] extend the
de�nition of these condition for all programs. The approach taken by Adve and Hill
is to develop a programming model, and then suggest how to tailor the hardware
to support it. We take the complementary approach, �rst developing a consistency
condition, and then developing programming methods for it.

Our framework includes an explicit model of the program, including control in-
structions. Our notion of the control ow of the program is derived syntactically
from the code. Adve and Hill's su�cient conditions for DRF0, DRF1, PLpc1, and
PLpc2 [2], which permits non-sequential execution of memory operations, is based on
the notion of a read operation controlling a write operation by the same processor.
It is not obvious that this notion captures all the possible ways one operation can
control another. Other previous work on specifying consistency conditions has either
totally ignored control instructions [7, 12, 14, 25, 28] or has only made the informal
requirement that uniprocessor control dependences are preserved [3, 21, 23].
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provided for the correctness of the programming techniques. Such proofs shed light
on the reasons these techniques work; we believe that the insight gained can lead to
the development of other techniques.

The �rst approach we present is based on statically labeling speci�c accesses as
strong, according to their type. We prove that programs in which all writes are strong
run on hybrid consistent shared memory implementations as if they were sequentially
consistent. There is a symmetric result that every hybrid consistent execution of a
program in which all reads are strong is sequentially consistent [11]. This theorem
requires further assumptions on the execution; although these assumption are shown
to be necessary, they make the strong read technique impractical.

The second approach is based on the mutual exclusion paradigm and uses the
�rst approach as a tool. One proposed way to program with hybrid-like consistency
conditions [18, 21] is to protect accesses to shared data with critical sections and then
to use strong operations in the mutual exclusion code and weak operations inside
the critical section. When the critical sections are signi�cant in size, the extra cost
to execute the strong operations in the mutual exclusion algorithm is more than
compensated for by the e�ciency of the weak operations in the critical sections.
We take a careful look at this paradigm for hybrid consistency and show that it is
applicable, although care must be taken. Speci�cally, we show that many mutual
exclusion algorithms designed to work on a sequentially consistent memory can be
modi�ed to work correctly on a hybrid consistent memory. The modi�cation is to
label all writes in the entry and exit sections as strong and all other operations as weak
and to insert a dummy write in an appropriate place. However, this transformation
only works for non-cooperative algorithms, in which processes do not participate in
the mutual exclusion protocol unless they are actively vying for entry to the critical
section.

The third approach for programming with hybrid consistency is to run data-race-
free programs. This approach was pioneered by [3, 4, 21, 22, 23] in the context of
hardware implementations. (See Section 2 for a more detailed discussion.) A data

race occurs when two accesses to the same location occur, at least one is a write, and
there is no synchronization between them. Data races in a program are considered
bad practice: They add to the uncertainty of concurrent programs, beyond what
is already implied by the fact that di�erent processes may run at di�erent rates and
memory accesses may have variable duration. (Some debuggers even regard data races
as bugs in the program.) Methods have been developed to detect and report data
races, also called access anomalies; e.g., [6, 16, 18, 17, 30, 32, 33]. It is reasonable to
assume that data-race-free programs account for a substantial portion of all concurrent
programs. We formally prove that data-race-free programs run on hybrid consistent
shared memory implementations as if they were sequentially consistent; this result is
shown in our programmer-oriented framework.

Although many parallel programs are expected to be data-race-free, we cannot
ignore the drawbacks of these programs. Proving that a program is data-race-free,
even for restricted cases, is co-NP-hard [31]. Also, it is sometimes di�cult to �nd
the exact location of the data race in the program [32]. Our static methods provide
an alternative and show that it is not necessary to make a program data-race-free
in order to guarantee correct behavior. These methods are especially well-suited to
applications in which reads greatly outnumber writes (or vice versa).

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses related work.
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optimizations however, the run-time environment might submit operations out of or-
der, might have multiple operations pending at a time, and might anticipate branches
(sometimes incorrectly). We do not address the speci�c algorithm used by the run-
time environment. (That is another very interesting problem, beyond the scope of
this paper.) Instead, our goal is to model the run-time environment su�ciently ab-
stractly so that any of a large number of speci�c run-time environments can �t into
this framework. Obviously the run-time environment cannot do just anything|the
optimizations that it performs should be transparent to the application program. The
strongest condition we require of a correct run-time environment is that there exist
a way (after the fact) to take a subset of the operations performed by the run-time
environments at all the nodes and order them to be consistent with some \sequential
execution" of the programs at all the nodes. (Some of the operations performed by
the run-time environment might end up not being used, for instance if they resulted
from an incorrect prediction about a branch. These operations can be ignored in
determining whether there is a corresponding sequential execution.) We emphasize
that the order in which operations appear to execute is what is important, not the
order in which they actually execute.

Our framework incorporates rollback and compensating operations in an implicit
manner. In particular, we allow the run-time environment to communicate with
the mcs in order to perform other operations on the data that are not part of the
application programs but that are necessary for achieving the desired consistency
condition (for example, operations to restore the state of the shared variables due to
incorrect predictions). These operations are ignored when the subset of operations
consistent with a sequential execution is taken.

Given this framework, we generalize three known consistency conditions|sequential
consistency, weak consistency and hybrid consistency.

Our second contribution addresses the issue of writing programs for hybrid con-
sistency and formally proving their correctness. Hybrid consistency is an e�cient and
expressive consistency condition [12]; it captures some of the essential features of sev-
eral other consistency conditions appearing in the literature [3, 15, 18, 19]. Memory
access operations are classi�ed as either strong or weak. This classi�cation is crucial to
the de�nition of the consistency condition, as observed by the programmer: A global
ordering is imposed on strong operations at di�erent processes, but little is guaranteed
about the ordering of weak operations at di�erent processes beyond what is implied
by their interleaving with the strong operations. The classi�cation also provides hints
to the run-time environment concerning which optimizations can be applied to which
accesses. Clever use of the classi�cation can improve the performance of programs.

Unfortunately, it is more di�cult to program memories that support hybrid con-
sistency than to program memories that support sequential consistency, since the
guarantees provided by the former are weaker than those provided by the latter. For
instance, how should the programmer decide which accesses should be strong and
which should be weak in order to improve performance yet still ensure correctness? A
way to cope with this problem is to develop rules and transformations for executing
programs that were written for sequentially consistent memories on hybrid consistent
memories. The bene�t is that sequentially consistent executions are easier to reason
about while hybrid consistency can be implemented more e�ciently. We consider sev-
eral techniques for turning programs written for sequential consistency into programs
that work for hybrid consistency. Precise, yet short and comprehensible proofs are
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used in [12, 25, 28] and in our opinion is the natural one to use for speci�cation to
be independent of implementation. (2) The framework allows for arbitrary optimiza-
tions by the system, including especially speculative execution of memory accesses.
Recent experiments have shown that if the program has complex control ow then
only moderate speedup can be achieved by parallelism without speculative execution
(e.g., [26, 41]).

The framework is then used to extend three known consistency conditions for non-
sequential execution. Our extensions have two pleasing properties: (1) The conditions
are de�ned for all programs, not just programs that satisfy certain conditions. (2)
We give a formal, yet intuitive, treatment of explicit control instructions, which are
crucial for expressing the ow of control in a program and in analyzing its correctness
on non-sequential implementations.

Our framework assumes a system consisting of a collection of nodes. At each
node there is an application program, a memory consistency system (mcs) process,
and a run-time environment. An illustration of a node is given in Figure 1. An
application program contains instructions to access shared memory and conditional
branch instructions. The mcs processes at all the nodes collectively implement the
shared objects that are manipulated by the application programs. The run-time
environment at a node executes the shared memory instructions by interacting with
the local mcs process; its decisions as to which instructions to execute rely on the
application program at that node. (We use the term run-time environment to refer to
the combination of the functionality of a compiler, which sees the whole program, and
a conventional run-time system, which makes decisions dynamically based on partial
knowledge.) In our framework, consistency conditions are speci�ed as a guarantee on
the run-time environments at all nodes with respect to the program at each node. It
is the responsibility of both the mcs process and the run-time environment to provide
this guarantee.

A straightforward run-time environment would simply submit operations to the
mcs one at a time in the order speci�ed by the program. In order to achieve various
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1. Introduction.

1.1. Overview. Shared memory multiprocessors are an interesting alternative
to message-passing distributed computer systems. The parallelism in multiprocessors
o�ers the potential of greatly increased performance, and shared memory is an at-
tractive communication paradigm. Unfortunately, access to shared memory locations
is a major bottleneck for the performance of multiprocessors. The high latency of
memory operations is due to the time to execute memory operations locally, and the
inter-processor communication delay, which increases with the number of processors.

Many uniprocessor architecture techniques have been developed and implemented
to hide the latency of memory operations by allowing operations to overlap. These
techniques include performing memory accesses in parallel, pipelining memory ac-
cesses, initiating accesses out of order, and speculative execution (in which the system
predicts the outcome of future conditional branches and begins memory accesses for
the predicted branch). Speci�c instances include [1, 20, 24, 34, 35, 37, 39, 40]. Since
all these techniques deviate from the sequential order of memory accesses speci�ed by
the program, we call them \non-sequential".

In multiprocessors, memory is often replicated and distributed to compensate for
the inter-processor communication delay. A consistency condition for shared memory
speci�es what guarantees are provided about the values returned in the presence
of concurrent accesses to di�erent copies of the memory. A variety of consistency
conditions have previously been proposed for shared memory architectures, e.g., [3,
4, 8, 9, 12, 18, 19, 21, 23, 25, 28, 29]. Clearly, the consistency condition limits the
optimizations that can be implemented.

A natural question is how to de�ne consistency conditions that allow non-sequential
execution of memory accesses, in a manner that admits optimized systems. A further
question is how to program these optimized systems with these generalized consistency
conditions in a safe and e�ective manner.

In this paper, we focus on the interface between programs and the shared mem-
ory under consistency conditions that allow non-sequential execution. We present a
framework for de�ning such conditions as properties of executions, rather than as
properties of hardware implementations. We hope that this aspect of our framework
will elucidate these somewhat complex conditions for algorithm designers, program-
mers, and perhaps compiler designers. We demonstrate our framework by extending
three consistency conditions to allow for non-sequential execution of memory accesses.
For one particular condition that allows e�cient implementations, we present and
prove correct several programming techniques that provide the illusion of a stronger
and more natural condition. The �rst approach is based on a static labeling of the
memory accesses in the program according to their type. The second approach is
to access shared data only inside appropriately protected critical sections. The third
approach is to avoid data races, an approach pioneered in [3, 4, 22, 23] for hardware
implementations.

1.2. Detailed Description. Our �rst contribution is a framework for de�ning
consistency conditions that is general enough to allow non-sequential execution of
memory operations. This framework combines the following two features: (1) The in-
terface at which conditions are speci�ed in our model is between the program and the
system instead of specifying the internal behavior of the system. This is the interface
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